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We compare first scattered point dose spread arrays generated by Monte Carlo and an analytic
method. The analytic method models energy deposition using Klein-Nishina cross sections for
Compton scatter and approximations for electron transport. Assumptions in the analytic method are
shown to be valid within a region of the point dose spread kernel in which meaningful comparisons
can be made. Differences between the models are less than 10% for the forward scatter directions
for radii greater than the electron range associated with the first scattered Compton photon. Differ-
ences in the backscatter region are discussed and indicate that the analytic model is useful for
identifying large errors that might be present in numerically generated first scatter point dose spread
arrays. The analytic method is simple and useful for validating first scatter kernels. © 1999
American Association of Physicists in Medicine. #S0094-2405!99"02305-6$
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I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional photon dose distributions can be calcu-
lated using convolution techniques.1–4 The technique spa-
tially convolves the primary fluence with a kernel that de-
scribes the transport and energy deposition by secondary
particles. The convolution kernel has been termed the point
dose spread array due to the spread of dose throughout a
volume surrounding the point at which the interaction of the
primary photon occurs. Alternatively, the kernel has been
called a ‘‘differential pencil beam’’ to describe the dose dis-
tribution around an infinitesimally narrow beam.
Point dose spread arrays have been calculated with Monte

Carlo !MC" methods to describe the energy deposition from
electrons and scattered photons. In particular, Monte Carlo
simulations were performed using the EGS4 Monte Carlo
code to model different contributions according to the scatter
order which originate at the interaction site from an incident
monoenergetic photon.5 The separate contributions include
the primary, first, second, and multiple scatter components.
Energy transport from the primary interaction site to the sur-
rounding dose deposition voxels is accounted for by using
the following scoring categories: primary energy deposited
by electrons and positrons set in motion by the incident mo-
noenergetic photon interaction at the primary site; first scat-
tered Compton photons originating at the primary site; and
similarly for second and multiple scatter photons. Contribu-
tions from bremsstrahlung and annihilation photons were
scored as a separate category resulting from all scattering
orders. The complete dose spread array is the sum of the
separate scatter components and can be referred to as the
kernel of the convolution, even though the calculation may
be performed by convolving the fluence with the separate
kernel components and then summed together for the result-
ing dose distribution.6

Monte Carlo generated dose spread arrays have been used
in a variety of applications but have not received extensive
verification. The complete dose kernel has been indirectly
tested by comparisons with experimental measurements
taken from beam features such as depth dose data, tissue
maximum ratios, and beam profiles. In a more direct ap-
proach, it has been suggested that the total energy deposition
kernel could be obtained from deconvolving measured nar-
row beam dose distributions.7,8 Furthermore, a semiempirical
method was developed to characterize a pencil beam dose
kernel and then compared with Monte Carlo calculations.9
Information gained from these comparisons is useful for de-
termining the total uncertainty within a dose calculation but
provides little insight into the source of errors that might be
present within the dose kernel. In contrast, validating the
individual dose spread arrays of the kernel establishes the
accuracy of each component and provides a guide for mod-
eling improvement and increased accuracy. To validate these
components, Monte Carlo results should be compared with
other Monte Carlo simulations, experimental measurements,
and other calculations that model the same physics. Monte
Carlo results may be compared among experienced users to
analyze differences due to algorithm or numerical variations
to derive accuracy limits for using this type of method. Ex-
perimental results are an important method for comparison in
that they provides independent verification of the dose
spread arrays. Some of these experiments have been per-
formed to test the primary dose spread array. O’Connor and
Malone derived the primary point dose spread array from
experimental measurements using cobalt-60 gamma rays and
compared them with published MC data.10 They suggested
methods for performing accurate measurements of higher en-
ergy photons and dose contributions from scattered photons
by extending their technique. To complement these compari-
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sons, various calculations have been made that model the
primary and scatter contributions but they compared their
results with the resulting dose distributions and not the indi-
vidual dose spread arrays.11,12
In an effort to help validate the first Compton scatter point

dose spread array, we developed two simple analytic models
to directly compare with the Monte Carlo generated kernel
component. The analytic models are designed to investigate
the plausibility of the MC first scatter dose array and test the
accuracy in the regions where the analytic model assump-
tions are shown to be valid. The analytic expression for en-
ergy deposition from the first scattered Compton photon uses
the well-known Klein–Nishina scattering cross sections to
calculate the photon scatter probability, and two extreme
conditions for electron transport are considered. The results
are compared with the first Compton scatter point dose
spread arrays published by Mackie et al.5

II. METHODS

The geometry used in the Monte Carlo model and analytic
calculation is based on a spherical !r,% , &) coordinate sys-
tem where the primary interaction site defines the origin, %
defines the polar angle away from the incident photon direc-
tion, and & is the azimuth angle. The energy deposition ker-
nels are determined for voxels defined by the intersection of
48 cones, separated by a polar angle of 3.75°, and 24 spheri-
cal shells as shown in Fig. 1. Rotational symmetry is as-
sumed about the axis defined by the incident photon direc-
tion and the shell thickness varies with radius: the voxel
length is 10 cm for radii greater than 10 cm; for radii less
than 10 cm, the voxel length varies between 1 and 2 cm; and
for radii less than 1 cm, the voxel length ranges from 0.05 to
0.1 cm.
The monoenergetic incident photon fluence, '0 , of en-

ergy h(0 #MeV$ interacts within a thin slab centered about
the origin with area A0 and infinitesimal thickness dz. This
will be called the interaction site since the slab dimensions
are small compared with that of the voxels. The probability
of scattering dNs photons into a solid angle d) per incident
photon fluence per electron for Compton scattering is given
by

1
'0

! dNs!h(!!%",% ,&"

d)!% ,&" " d)!% ,&"

!! d*!h(0 ,% ,&"

d)!% ,&" " d)!% ,&", !1"

where (% , &) are the spherical angles describing the conical
wedge that the photons are scattered into using the Klein–
Nishina differential cross section for Compton scattering
with energy of the scattered photons given by h(!(%)
#MeV$. The number of scattering centers at the interaction
site is +e!A0dz , with +e! defined as the electron density
!electron/cm3) in the interaction voxel. For azimuthal sym-
metry, the total number of photons scattered into a differen-
tial solid angle from the interaction site is given by

! dNs!h(!!%",%"

d)!%" " d)!%"

!'0+e!A0dz"! d*!h(0 ,%"

d)!%" " d)!%". !2"

Along the radial direction, the number of photons within the
annulus defined by !r,%) and !r,%#d%) is equal to the num-
ber of photons scattered into the differential solid angle at
the origin attenuated through absorption and scattering along
the path between the primary interaction site and annulus.
This is described in terms of the linear attenuation coefficient
,(h(!) (cm$1) and radial distance r !cm":

! dNs!h(!!%",r ,%"

d)!%" " d)!%"

!'0+e!A0dz"! d*!h(0 ,%"

d)!%" " d)!%""e$,(hv!)r. !3"

A. Zero range approximation

If we assume that the scattered photons are absorbed
through interactions and deposit their energy at the interac-
tion point, then the energy deposited in a small volume ele-
ment is equal to the number of absorbed photons within the
element times their energy:

dEa!h(!!%""dNa!h(!,r ,%", !4"

where the number of absorbed photons, using the energy
absorption coefficient ,a(h(!) !cm$1) is expressed by

dNa„h(!!%",r ,%)!! dNs!h(!!%",r ,%…
d)!%" " d)!%"

",a!h(!"dr . !5"

The energy deposited in an infinitesimal volume element de-
scribed by a small conical wedge is found by using Eqs.
!3"–!5":

dEa!r ,%"!h(!!%"'0+e!A0dz"! d*!h(0 ,%"

d)!%" "
"e$,(h(!)r",a!h(!"d)!%"dr . !6"

FIG. 1. Spherical geometry defined for calculation showing an energy depo-
sition voxel bounded in radius and polar angle.
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If we normalize the deposited energy to the total energy of
the incident primary photons that interact at the primary in-
teraction site, then we get an equation describing the frac-
tional amount of energy deposited in a volume element:

d-a!r ,%"!
dEa!r ,%"

'0A0",!h(0"dz"h(0

!
h(!!%"

h(0
+e!"! d*!h(0 ,%"

d)!%" ""e$,(h(!)r

"
,a!h(!"

,!h(0"
d)!%"dr . !7"

This equation can be integrated to calculate the fractional
energy deposited within a voxel bounded by (r i$1 , r i) , and
(% j$1 , % j), and the corresponding fractional dose associated
with that voxel is then determined by dividing the fractional
energy deposited by the mass of the voxel:

Di , j!
.% j$1

% j . ri$1
ri d-a!r ,%"

Mi , j
cGy/MeV photon,

where Mi , j!#
% j$1

% j #
ri$1

ri
+dvol!r ,%". !8"

Equation !8" is solved numerically using analytic expressions
for all quantities except for the linear attenuation and energy
absorption coefficients where table look up is used.13 For
comparison with the Monte Carlo data, the calculation ex-
tends from r!0–50 cm and %!0–170°.

B. Finite range approximation

In comparison with the previous assumption that the en-
ergy is deposited at the scattered photon–electron interaction
site, we now consider modeling an effect of electron trans-
port on the energy deposition kernels. The zero-range model
should be useful for conditions where lateral electronic equi-
librium exists; however, near the primary interaction site this
assumption is not valid. To estimate the energy deposited in
this region, we derive a simple analytic formulation that in-
cludes energy deposition from electrons created by the first
scattered photons where transport is restricted along the ra-
dial direction. The energy deposited in a volume element at
!r,%) can be expressed in terms of the number of the in-range
electrons created upstream at (r!,%), the path length tra-
versed by the electrons within the volume element, and the
collision stopping power:

dE!r ,%"!$dNe„r!,% ,hv!!%"…"Sc„Ee!r-r!"…h!r ". !9"

This includes contributions from electrons, generated by
scattered photons of energy hv!, within the practical range
of r that defines the lower boundary of the volume element.
The collisional stopping power Sc , depends on the average
electron energy transferred from the scattered photon
Ee(r-r!), which is a function of distance r-r! traveled by
the electron from the interaction point. The function h!r"
represents a window length of Rp that extends from the elec-

tron creation point r! to distance r!#Rp . The window func-
tion H(r), is generated by the combination of two Heaviside
step functions and described by

h!r "!/H!r$r!"$H„r$!r!#Rp…0. !10"

H(r-r!) is zero for values of r less than r! and equal to 1 for
r%r!. Integrating Eq. !9" over the radial voxel boundaries
and the electrons created along the radial direction gives the
total energy deposited within a volume element:

E!r ,%"!$#
ri$1$Rp

ri
dNe„r!,% ,hv!!%"…

"#
ri$1

ri
Sc!Ee„r"$r!"…•h!r""dr". !11"

The lower limit of the first integral restricts counting elec-
trons beyond the practical range of reaching the deposition
voxel; however, Eq. !11" could be integrated over all r since
the window function eliminates contributions from electrons
at distances greater than the practical range from the bound-
ary of the voxel. The electrons dNe(r!,%) are created from
first scattered photon interactions at r!, and as in Eq. !5",
dNe!r!,%) is described in terms of the linear attenuation co-
efficient as

dNe„r!,% ,hv!!%"…!'0A0+e!dz"! d*!h(0 ,%"

d)!%" " d)!%"

",!h(!""e$,(h(!)r!dr!. !12"

Using the same definitions discussed in the previous section,
the expression for the fractional dose associated with a given
voxel is

Di , j!
$+e!

,!h(0"h(0Mi , j
#

% j1

% j ! d*!h(0 ,%"

d)!%" ",!h(!"d)!%"

"#
ri$1$Rp

ri
e$,(h(!)r!dr!#

ri$1

ri
Sc!Ee!r"$r!""

"h!r""dr". !13"

To solve Eq. !13", we assume that electrons lose energy lin-
early with distance. A relation of the electron energy as a
function of distance from the creation point r"-r!, can be
expressed as

Ee!r"$r!"!
Ee!r!"

Rp
"/!Rp#r!"$r"0, !14"

where Rp is a function of Ee(r!). Accounting for brems-
strahlung, the collisional stopping power in Eq. !13" is deter-
mined from the total stopping power which is found using
Eq. !14" and written as

St„Ee!r"$r!"…! 1Ee

1r"
!$

Ee!r!"

Rp„Ee!r!"… , !15"

where Ee(r!) is equal to the mean energy transferred per
photon interaction E tr . Pair production electrons are in-
cluded in these calculations with a mean energy transferred,
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per electron, that is equal to (h(!-1.02)/2. Contribution from
Compton and pair production electrons are calculated sepa-
rately according to their range and energy. Number densities
for each electron species is determined from the interaction
cross sections and total linear attenuation coefficients. Cross
section values and linear attenuation coefficients are calcu-
lated from interpolation using table look up.13

III. RESULTS
We chose three incident monoenergetic photon energies

for comparison between the analytic and Monte Carlo first
Compton scatter point dose spread array: 1.25, 5.0, and 18
MeV. The Monte Carlo data used for these comparisons
were taken from calculation results generated by Mackie
et al.5 and subtracted from the analytic model calculations to
determine absolute percent differences. The absolute percent
differences are represented by surface plots using the coor-
dinate system described in Fig. 1. The origin of the coordi-
nate system is defined as the incident monoenergetic photon
interaction site and the polar angle is the Compton photon
scattering angle. The radial axis extends to a 40 cm radius
and the scatter angle ranges from 0° to 170°. All plots are
labeled between 10% and 100% to emphasize differences
greater than 10%. The surface plots are best for demonstrat-
ing differences over several voxels, but not individual voxels
due to interpolation. For large fluctuations that occur be-
tween voxles, the values shown in the graphs will be smaller
than the actual differences. Typically, these fluctuations and
inaccuracies in the plots are found in the backscatter region
for angles larger than 150°.
Comparisons between the Monte Carlo and analytic first

scatter dose spread arrays for 1.25 MeV incident photons are

shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the differences be-
tween the zero range analytic model and the MC first scatter
kernel. The largest differences occur near the origin for radii
less than the electron range associated with a 1.25 MeV pho-
ton. For angles less than 5°, the percent difference between
the zero range model and MC dose spread array is less than
1000. In contrast, Fig. 3 demonstrates that the finite-range
model, for the 1.25 MeV incident photon, approximates the
MC kernel data in the region near the origin. The finite-range
model accounts for electron transport radially away from the
origin, whereas the zero-range model assumes energy depo-
sition at the scattered photon–electron interaction point, and
therefore, overestimates the energy deposition in voxels near
the origin. Away from the origin, both analytic models agree
with the Monte Carlo scatter kernel data to within 10% for
most of the volume considered in these calculations. Other
notable differences between the analytic models and the
Monte Carlo data occur in the backscatter region. The Monte
Carlo data decrease as a function of polar angle, oscillating
and exhibiting large fluctuations in the backscatter region,
while the analytic models decreases smoothly with radius
and scatter angle. There are several voxels, located near the
origin for angles larger than 160°, that exhibit differences as
large as 70% in the data file but are only shown in the plot to
be 235% as a result of interpolating from a nonlinear calcu-
lation grid.
Comparisons between model calculations for 5 MeV in-

cident photons are presented in Figs. 4 and 5. A comparison
between the zero-range model and the Monte Carlo first scat-
ter dose spread array, Fig. 4, demonstrates similar behavior
as seen in the previous comparison for the 1.25 MeV first
scatter kernel data. The 5 MeV first scatter kernel calculated

FIG. 2. Comparison of the zero-range analytic model and Monte Carlo results for the 1.25 MeV first scatter dose spread array. The absolute differences
between models are plotted as a function of radius and scatter angle.
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using the zero-range analytic model is significantly different
than the MC scatter kernel near the origin as expected due to
the finite range of the secondary electrons. Overall, the dif-
ferences between the first scatter kernels near the origin for
the 5 MeV incident photon energy are larger than those of
the 1.25 MeV kernel due to the greater scattered photon en-
ergy deposited at the interaction points. Similarly, the differ-

ences between the finite-range and MC data are smaller than
for the zero-range model near the origin but comparable out-
side of this region. The finite-range model is, in general, in
agreement with the Monte Carlo results with relatively small
differences near the origin. With respect to the 1.25 MeV
finite-range comparison, the 5 MeV comparison data set con-
tains more voxels with absolute differences greater than 10.

FIG. 3. Comparison of the finite-range analytic model and Monte Carlo results for the 1.25 MeV first scatter dose spread array. The absolute differences
between models are plotted as a function of radius and scatter angle.

FIG. 4. Differences between the zero-range analytic model and MC data for an incident photon of 5 MeV.
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Also, there are several voxels in the backscatter region that
have actual differences larger than shown in the plots due to
the large fluctuations between voxels.
For the 18 MeV incident photon, differences between the

point dose spread array calculations using the Monte Carlo
and the finite-range model are shown in Fig. 6. The largest
differences between the kernels are located near the origin
and in the backscatter region where differences range be-

tween 10% and 30%. Again, these results show that as the
incident photon energy increases, the differences between the
models and Monte Carlo data increase; the magnitude and
volume of differences that are larger than 10% increase with
incident photon energy. For all energies considered, the ana-
lytic models agree with the Monte Carlo first scatter kernel
data to within approximately 10% for the region bounded by
the electron range and backscatter angle.

FIG. 5. Differences between the finite-range analytic model and MC data for an incident photon of 5 MeV.

FIG. 6. Differences between the zero-range analytic model and MC 18 MeV point dose spread array.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The analytic and Monte Carlo model calculations agree to
within 210% for the volume limited by forward scatter pho-
tons at radial distances larger than the charged particle range,
where the range depends on the scattered photon energy. In
the backscatter region, there are voxels that exhibit fairly
large discrepancies between the MC and zero-range model
results; the differences between the calculations increase in
magnitude with increasing Compton photon scatter angle, as
seen in the plots for radii larger than 30 cm. The character of
these differences appears to contradict the expected behavior
of the zero range model as a function of scatter angle where
the accuracy should increase as a function of angle. Energy
deposited at point should be a valid approximation to elec-
tronic equilibrium for conditions where the electron range is
small compared to the dimensions of the voxel. As the scat-
tered photon energy decreases with Compton scatter angle,
the associated secondary electron range decreases. In addi-
tion, the voxel size increases with the angle making the ratio
of electron range to voxel size decrease as a function of
scatter angle. Therefore, the absolute differences between the
zero-range model and Monte Carlo results should also de-
crease as a function of angle; however, the opposite trend is
seen in some of the voxels within the backscatter region.
The zero range model is expected to agree with the Monte

Carlo results for conditions that approximate electronic equi-
librium and is not expected to be a reliable comparison for
regions where nonequilibrium exists. Considering that the
shell width is the smallest dimension of the voxel, lateral
equilibrium should be present for voxels that consist of shell
widths that are approximately equal to or larger than the
range of secondary electrons generated by the Compton scat-
tered photons. The zero-range model should agree with the
Monte Carlo results for a range of radii and scatter angles
where the ratio of electron range to shell width is less than 1.
As an example, this condition should exist for radii greater
than 3 cm for an incident photon of 1.25 MeV. As the scatter
angle increases, the Compton photon energy decreases and
approximate equilibrium conditions should exist at smaller
radial distances away from the primary interaction site. At
90°, equilibrium conditions should exist for radii larger than
about 0.5 cm. Similarly, for an incident photon of 5 MeV,
conditions for lateral equilibrium should be present for radii
larger than 15 cm at small scatter angles and for radial dis-
tances greater than 2 cm for scatter angles larger than 50. In
general, the agreement between the Monte Carlo and zero
range model results is within 10% for regions where the ratio
of electron range to shell width is less than 1. There are some
exceptions, as mentioned before, where voxels in the back-
scatter region should be in good agreement but are not.
The strict criteria for lateral equilibrium based upon the

ratio of electron range to voxel width establishes a confi-
dence level for comparison. However, the model predictions
are not expected to deviate significantly from the Monte
Carlo results in regions where there is some degree of non-
equilibrium and the criteria is not completely satisfied. An
example of partial equilibrium is where the electron range is

larger than the shell width but much less than the voxel
length. For an incident photon of 5 MeV, this condition ex-
ists for voxels between 10 and 15 cm at 0°. The comparison
results show that the zero-range model agrees with the
Monte Carlo results to within 10% in this region of partial
equilibrium. For radial distances larger than 15 cm, where
the voxel width is comparable to the electron range, the
agreement is better where the difference between models is
not larger than 6%. Differences are not expected to be sub-
stantially larger in regions of partial equilibrium and the
comparisons should reflect this behavior.
The region for which the finite-range analytic model is

not expected to agree with the Monte Carlo values is near the
origin where nonequilibrium exists and electron transport
needs to be considered. Within this region, the zero-range
model assumes that electrons deposit their total energy at the
Compton photon interaction site and can overestimate energy
deposition by up to four orders of magnitude. To provide a
better estimate within this region, the finite-range model cal-
culates the energy deposition as though electrons deposit en-
ergy linearly along a radial path away from the primary in-
teraction site. This is not intended to accurately model the
physical interactions in this region, but as a method to esti-
mate kernel values to within a factor of approximately 100.
Electrons generated in the calculation voxel will deposit en-
ergy along a path length that is on the order of a voxel width
and scatter out of the volume. For this condition, the calcu-
lation overestimates the energy contribution by including the
radial path length from the Compton electron creation point
to the distal end of the voxel. This approximation overesti-
mates the energy deposition by up to a factor of 210 due to
the ratio of voxel length to width for the calculation geom-
etry considered here. Conversely, the underestimated contri-
bution from electrons generated outside of the calculation
voxel is not included. The contribution from the surrounding
voxels is complicated; the number of electrons scattered into
the calculation voxel depends on many factors including the
scattered photon number, electron energy, and electron scat-
ter angles. Based solely upon the number of scattered pho-
tons outside of the calculation voxel, the maximum number
of electrons generated from first scattered Compton photons
will be a factor of 100 larger than that created within the
calculation voxel. Using these estimates, the expected maxi-
mum deviation from the Monte Carlo data is expected to be
less than a factor of 100 for the first voxel outside the pri-
mary interaction site. This is seen in the comparisons be-
tween the MC and finite-range model results, except for sev-
eral voxels in the backscatter region.
In general, the analytic first scatter kernel agrees with the

Monte Carlo model data where the analytic approximations
are shown to be appropriate. There is some unexpected dis-
agreement between the model results in the backscatter re-
gion which indicates that there might be some inaccuracies
within this specific Monte Carlo data set used for these
comparisons—there are voxels exhibiting significant differ-
ences between model predictions in the regions where the
approximations used in the analytic model should be valid.
The observation that these differences are associated with
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large fluctuations in the Monte Carlo data implies that the
source of error may be related to the random variations of
events within a voxel.
To investigate this possibility, the relative variation in

electrons created within a voxel by first scattered Compton
photons were calculated. As an example of these calcula-
tions, Fig. 7 shows the relative variation of Compton
photon–electron events for an incident 5 MeV photon.
Variations in the backscatter region are large and are com-
parable to the number of electron creation events in several
sections. The largest variations, where the fluctuations are
approximately equal or larger than the event number, occur
in the area bounded by radii greater than 30 cm and scatter
angles larger than 150°. Near the origin, the fluctuations in-
crease with angle and become comparable to the event num-
ber at 180°. As discussed previously, the differences between
the Monte Carlo and zero-range models are also largest in
these areas. Furthermore, the behavior of the relative varia-
tion with respect to radius and angle is similar to that shown
in the difference plots, as shown in Fig. 4 for this example.
In addition to the observation that large variations exist in
the Monte Carlo backscatter data, the correlation between the
relative variation and the model differences indicates that the
inaccuracies in this Monte Carlo calculation are due to sta-
tistical fluctuations. In this particular case, the analytic mod-
els are able to identify some of the errors present in the
Monte Carlo data and suggest a possible explanation; how-
ever, these models are only intended to verify data with lim-
ited accuracy.
With regard to the total energy deposition kernel, the ker-

nel resembles the primary point dose spread array near the
primary photon interaction site, and beyond the primary elec-
tron range the kernel behaves like the first scattered dose
spread array. At larger distances, the multiple scattered pho-
ton dose array becomes important and the complete kernel
resembles this component. The first scattered photon kernel
contribution is orders of magnitude smaller than the primary

dose spread array near the primary interaction site. From the
previous comparisons, it appears that the zero-range model
may be sufficient for validating the first scatter dose spread
array with respect to the total energy deposition kernel.

V. CONCLUSION
We have developed two analytic models for direct com-

parison of Monte Carlo generated first Compton scattered
point dose spread arrays. The analytic models are simple and
consider two limiting conditions: energy deposited at a point,
and energy deposited linearly outward from the photon inter-
action point. Due to the approximations considered here, the
models have limited regions of accuracy within the dose
spread array volume. The zero-range model, where energy is
deposited at the scatter photon–electron interaction point, is
valid for ranges that extend beyond the primary electron
range. Within one voxel of the primary interaction site, the
finite-range model estimates the energy deposition to within
two orders of magnitude to identify large errors that might be
present within the MC data.
Comparisons are made between the analytic models and

specific dose spread arrays generated by Mackie et al.5 The
results show that there is good agreement for the forward
scatter volume but exhibit significant differences within the
backscatter region where the analytic model assumptions are
appropriate. With the specific data used for comparisons in
this paper, the analytic model suggests that the Monte Carlo
data may be in error due to statistical fluctuations in the first
scatter photon–electron creation events. From these ex-
amples, the analytic model demonstrates its use for identify-
ing large errors in first scatter dose spread arrays.
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